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(Frequently Asked Questions)[/SIZE] 

 

[b]Where can I purchase Orange OxiMega™ and how much will it cost ?[/b] 

 

[indent]Internet retailers will have the best prices (around $37.99 for the combination kit and around 
$17.99 for the Fish Oil portion solo): 

 [url]http://www.bodybuilding.com/store/clabs/clabs.htm[/url] 

[/indent] 

 

[b]How many servings per bottle ?[/b] 

 

[indent]60 of each product[/indent] 

 

[b]How many servings per day ?[/b] 

 

[indent]1-2[/indent] 

 

[b]So... how many days will each bottle last ?[/b] 

 

[indent]30-60 days[/indent] 

 

[b]Can I stack Orange TRIad with this?[/b] 



 

[indent]Absolutely, that was the intention as a foundational overall health stack for serious lifters and 
athletes[/indent] 

 

[b]Does Orange OxiMega™ replace proper nutrition, training, and cardio ?[/b] 

 

[indent]No, although it will help to fill the gaps in your diet to a tremendous degree[/indent] 

 

[b]Is Orange OxiMega™ for men or women ?[/b] 

 

[indent]Both[/indent] 

 

[b]Does Orange OxiMega™ replace fish, veggies and fruit in my diet?[/b] 

 

[indent]Yes, it can replace part of your requirements. However, you should continue to consume these 
as part of your diet as well.[/indent] 

 

 

[b]I'm on medication or I have a health condition, should I take Orange OxiMega™ ?[/b] 

 

[indent]It will most likely be fine, but to be safe, ask your doctor before taking Orange 
OxiMega™[/indent] 

 

[b]Is it necessary to cycle Orange OxiMega™ ?[/b] 

 

[indent]No, Cycling is not required since this is an overall health supplement that should be looked at as 
part of your diet itself[/indent] 



 

[b] Is Orange OxiMega™ tablets, capsules or powder? ?[/b] 

 

[indent]The Fish Oil component is enteric coated citrus flavored softgels and the greens component is 
spearmint flavored powder[/indent] 

 

[b] How come the fish oil component of Orange OxiMega™ is only 2 softgels per serving, my current fish 
oil is 4-6 per serving?[/b] 

 

[indent]Our softgels contain a very potent dose of dha/epa per softgel, so you have to take fewer 
softgels (and fat) to get the same content with Orange OxiMega™[/indent] 

 

[b] What does enteric coating mean?[/b] 

 

[indent]Enteric coating is used so that the softgels down break down until later in the GI tract. The 
benefit is that the oil wont come up on you and give you fish burps.[/indent] 

 

[b] Why are the Orange OxiMega™ fish oil softgels flavored?[/b] 

 

[indent]Let's be honest, fish oil stinks, literally. the pleasant citrus flavor and smell makes it a pleasure, 
instead of a hassle, to get your daily fish oil[/indent] 

 

[b] Will the Orange OxiMega™ fish oil component also be available on its own?[/b] 

 

[indent]It sure will be, but its a much better deal to get the combo kit as green supplements cost 35-40 
dollars most of the time, which makes the fish oil component basically free when purchased as a 
kit[/indent] 

 



[b] How many servings of fruit and veggies does Orange OxiMega™ greens component have per 
serving?[/b] 

 

[indent]Each serving contains roughly 5 servings of veggies and 2 servings of fruit[/indent] 

 

[b]What are the enzymes and probiotics in Orange OxiMega™ designed to accomplish?[/b] 

 

[indent]Those complexes will help aid your digestion of the high calorie diet you are most likely on if you 
are lifting or an athlete[/indent] 

 

[b]What is the Cardiovascular (Nitrate Donor) complex in Orange OxiMega™ intended to do?[/b] 

 

[indent]This complex includes root and leafy green vegetables that are known to be the highest in 
natural nitrate levels. Nitrate containing vegetables have been shown to increase heart and vascular 
health via enhanced nitric oxide levels[/indent] 

 

[b]What color should the greens portion of Orange OxiMega™ be?[/b] 

 

[indent]The powder is almost a dark green/brown color and will mix a bit darker. The high level of red 
beet root powder produces a darker color than most other greens product[/indent] 

 

[b]How much water should I mix the greens portion of Orange OxiMega™ with?[/b] 

 

[indent]Most people prefer 3-6 ounces of cold water in a quick refreshing shot. The flavor is a great 
minty/spearmint taste.[/indent] 


